Peterskorner is now distributing a range of orchid products from Easy Orchids (Murray and Jean Shergold) and we are happy to take orders, and bring them to the Species Society monthly meeting.

Check out our catalogue at www.peterskorner.com, phone Peter or Shirley on the numbers shown, or e-mail peterskorner@iinet.net.au.
MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING

9 November 2010, 7.50 pm

Present: 36
Apologies: Lee, Tony & Mavis, Rita
Visitors: Esther, visiting from Singapore
New members: Nil
Minutes: Minutes as circulated accepted (Neville, Trevor)
Business Arising: Nil
Financial Report: The Financial Report was tabled by Sandra, and the current balance is $2,279.15 #2 A/c $1,810.86. (Graham, Ken)
Correspondence:
Inwards:
- City of Belmont - Confirmation of Hall bookings, Liquor permit.
- Various club Newsletters
Outwards:
- City of Belmont - dates requested for hall hire 2011, liquor permit,
- Certificate of Currency
Business Arising: Nil
General Business:
- It was suggested, as a club fundraiser, that we hold a second auction in 2011. April was thought to be probably the best month to do this.
- A big thank you to Gordon for graciously relinquishing the book Lowland Orchids of New Guinea for which he successfully bid at the auction last month. We had thought the book to already be in the library but discovered the copy we had was a much smaller (more a monograph) than the one auctioned. Our apologies to Gordon.
- Members wishing to make purchases from the sales table are requested to make sure they have small notes to pay for their purchases, or to try to find change from other members. The Treasurer does not have the capacity to change multiple $50 notes.
- Mich needs confirmed orders at this meeting by members interested in purchasing the Stanhopea book by Rudolf Jenny.
- Ken reported that the problem with the printer was resolved by using only genuine printer cartridges. All now ok.
- Mich advised that the social day at her residence will be on 1st Jan from 4 pm. BYO drinks and chairs and a dessert to share, along with any flowering plants you may wish to show.
- Ken brought good news regarding the quarantined plants that were taken for testing of leaf markings. Apparently the bacteria is not a threat and all is again ok as far as bringing the new plants in and releasing plants that have been cleared by AQIS. He will need to recoup the extra costs of DNA testing and inspection from those who still have plants in the quarantine house.
Cultural Award: A striking Phragmipedium caudatum exhibited by Maxine
Raffle: Free raffle for all
Name Badge: John

ABOUT US

Monthly Meetings
Monthly meetings held on the 2nd Tuesday of each month (exc January at Forster Park Hall, cnr of Abernethy Road and Keane Street, Cloverdale commencing 7.45 pm. Usually, the short formal meeting is followed by plant descriptions given by members. Supper follows to allow members time to socialise and discuss orchids. All visitors are very welcome
Membership Fees
Family (1st year @ 2 badges) $31.00 renewal $15.00 (Badges with magnet fastening additional $4.00)
Single (1st year @ 1 badge) $21.50 Renewal $10.00. (Badge with magnet fastening additional $2.00)
New members who don’t live in Perth will not require name badges, therefore their membership will be at the renewal fee
Monthly Home Visit
On the weekend following the fourth Thursday of each month (generally on the Sunday morning), a home visit is held at a member’s home. This gives members an opportunity to enjoy the fellowship that our mutual interest provides, and to see how others go about growing their orchids.
Plant Imports
The Society conducts a raffle each meeting and at home visits as a means of raising funds.
Plant Purchases
The Society endeavours to obtain a different species seedling for sale at each meeting, usually costing between $6.00 and $12.00. The Society makes a small profit on these sales which is invested in benefits to members. As it is always difficult to get new or different species, should members have 20 or more plants of one species which they feel might be suitable as a monthly plant, please contact a Committee member.
Raffle
The Society provides an opportunity for members to sell surplus plants and equipment, and for the Society to sell product from time to time. A commission of 10% is charged on all sales.
was named for George Ure Skinner who discovered it in 1840, and it was described by Bateman in the same year. In the early 1900s, a number of superior plants appeared at shows, one of these, Lycaste skinneri var rosea
http://www.authenticmaya.com/images/lycaste_skinneri_rosa7.jpg
Lycaste skinneri Ms G Hamilton-Smith which had been awarded in 1927 was present in many collections (divisions of the original plant) until the 1960s. Lycaste skinneri was also called Lycaste virginalis for much of the period between 1860 and 1970 as a result of an ongoing debate about who first discovered it. Linden claimed that he had discovered the species and named it in 1840, but later research shows that he was unaware of Bateman’s 1840 publication. The confusion continues and often one will see plants advertised as Lycaste virginalis - these are in fact likely to be Lycaste skinneri var alba.
Following its discovery, large quantities were taken from the wild and imported into Europe by George Skinner and his successors. Some reports indicate that consignments of up to 100,000 plants were sold at auction in the late 19th century. It is little wonder therefore that it is no longer common in the wild, and for a time, was listed in Appendix 1 of CITES
While the line breeding in the later 19th and most of the 20th century was conducted by Santa Barbara Estate and Cal Orchids in California and Wylde Court Orchids in UK, the line breeding is now being done in Japan and some very superior forms are now available. Several colour forms exist including alba and some rarer forms including a pink form with an alba labellum. Oakley says that many of the Lycaste skinneri varietal epithets attributed in the period 1850-1950 are only horticultural cultivars not botanical varieties. However, more than 40 cultivars have been awarded by the RHS. This important species is present in many of the present show winning hybrids.
Lycaste skinneri var alba
NOTES FROM YOUR COMMITTEE
- Thanks to Mich and Al for the social event at their home on New Year’s Day, and the delicious food. The afternoon timeslot worked well as the day that might otherwise have been unpleasantly warm had cooled down in the afternoon.
- If you haven’t ordered your new badge yet, please see Mich. The cost for badges with a magnetic clip is $13.50, and with pin is $11.50.
- Don’t forget the parking - please ensure that you park your car in the bitumen parking area whenever possible as it will avoid a fine!
President: Adrian
Vice President: Graham
Secretary: Maxine
macjon@ozonline.com.au
Treasurer: Sandra
e-mail: kcjones@tpg.com.au
Committee:
Chris
Michele
Lee
Sharon
Tony
Mavis
Trevor
Life Members
Barry
Gordon
Joan & Ted (decd),
Neville
Noel & Eva
FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Home visits:
At 10am on the Sunday after the fourth Thursday of each month. Please bring chairs and a plate of food to share.
Saturday 22 January 2011—Ezi Gro Orchids, Evandale Road Lansdale at 10.00am. Kevin and his staff provide a sausage sizzle for lunch—please bring salads and deserts to share.

FOR SALE/WANTED

- Tony has CDs of photos from the March 2010 Thailand Trip for sale @ $5.00 each.
- Neville has the following equipment for sale:
  1 only glove box for table top working $30.00
  1 only growlite with 2 60cm grow tubes $ 40.00
Contact Neville - 93045236 not Tuesday or Thursday afternoon

Imported plant news

We received the plants on 14 December 2010, and fortunately, had managed to get clearance from AQIS the week before, so were able to take them into our quarantine glasshouse. Thanks to Tony and Mavis for all their work. However, we have experienced major problems with the shipment with 45 plants refused entry because they exhibited disease symptoms, and various insects including a snail were found. This required higher rate/duration of fumigation, and consequently, we have already seen substantial plant mortality.
Ken & Chris Jones

Lycaste candida was discovered by Joseph van Warszewicz and named by Lindley, although erroneously thought to be synonymous with Lycaste leucantha. During the next 130 years, taxonomists including Reichenbach, Lankester and Schlechter all published conflicting views about the three species, brevispatha, candida and leucantha. I have accepted Oakley’s identification for the purposes of this article.

Lycaste schilleriana has the largest flowers in the genus at up to 22cm. This striking species is found in Colombia growing lithophytically at altitudes of 1400m. It was originally introduced into cultivation by Skinner in the 1850s and described by Reichenbach in 1855. However, despite its large flowers, it is not a particularly large plant. Its large green to tan sepals are very prominent, setting off the white/pink petals. There are several varietal forms including alba and rosea, however, as Oakley says, this species remains rare in cultivation.

Lycaste skinneri is perhaps one of the best known species, although is not common in collections, but is present in many of the popular Lycaste hybrids. Lycaste skinneri is found in Guatemala, Mexico, Honduras and El Salvador as an epiphyte or lithophyte in deep leaf litter in cool cloud forest at 1500-2000 m (it is the national flower of Guatemala). This habitat has constant mist or light rain and is densely shaded. Cool night temperatures 5-10ºC are needed for vigorous growth and regular flowering. It
THE WORLD OF LYCASTE ORCHIDS

This month, I will cover some of the less common (but for orchid species enthusiasts, more desirable) Lycastes.

Lycaste angelae (previously Lycaste brevispatha) is a compact deciduous epiphyte from Costa Rica with small green, pink and white flowers. This species, that has been in cultivation for more than 100 years, was generally misidentified as Lycaste candida, and has been named after Dr Angela Ryan, a UK fragrance chemist and research botanist whose thesis was on lycastes and anguloas. The difference is a vestigial flat callus and rudimentary lateral lobes. It is found at 1000-1700m in light shade with year round high humidity, and displays the characteristic leaf abscission spines. Rubra and alba forms also exist.

Lycaste campbellii is a deciduous epiphyte from Colombia and Panama at sea level. The small yellow, soap-scented flowers arise from the base of the leafless pseudobulbs. Like many of this genus, it is very floriferous with up to eight flowers from each pseudobulb at the onset of new growth. It also has the characteristic leaf abscission spines on the leafless pseudobulbs, and needs to be kept dry while in its leafless state to avoid soft rots.

Lycaste candida is also a deciduous epiphyte or lithophyte from Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Panama, generally found at 1000-1700m in light shade with year round high humidity, and displays the characteristic leaf abscission spines. Rubra and alba forms also exist.

MONTHLY PLANT

Cattleya percivaliana

Country of origin: Venezuela (and Colombia)
Description: Unifoliate moderate size Cattleya
Difficulty: Relatively easy to grow - shadehouse with Winter protection
Cost: $16

Cattleya percivaliana was discovered by William Arnold in 1881 in a remote area of Venezuela while collection for Frederick Sander. It is a unifoliate, endemic to western Venezuela (although more recently reported from Colombia), growing principally as a lithophyte at altitudes up to 2000m in warm to cool conditions, often near to rivers and lakes. This species like many in the genus is highly variable with many different colour forms.

These near-flowering size plants were supplied by Stocker’s Orchids and have been grown on by Mich since September. Unfortunately, while the winter-flowering Cattleya percivaliana flowers are fragrant, they tend to be short-lived. These plants have been grown in pine bark, but given their lithophytic nature, it might be beneficial to include some rock or stone material in the mix.

This species (as many of the Cattleyas) grows well in local conditions provided it is kept drier during our cold, wet winter months. The main insect pests seem to be scale and similar sap-sucking pests, often due to poor ventilation/air movement.
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PLANTS DISPLAYED DECEMBER 2010

Graham & Margaret
Encyclia cordigera var. rosea or handburyi
Ionopsis utricularioides
Sarcochilus hillii

Gordon
Cymbidium finlaysonianum

Maxine
Bulbophyllum macranthum
Laelia purpurata
Renanthera monachica
Phragmipedium caudatum

Frank
Bifrenaria tyrianthina
Oncidium stramineum
Vanda denisoniana

Ken and Chris
Anacheilium baculus
Cyrtopodium andersonii
Paphiopedilum sukhakulii
Sobenikoffia humbertiana

Adrian and Deanne
Cryptostylis ovata
Encyclia alboxantha
Encyclia lancifolia
Mystacidium braybonae

Peter & Shirley
Bifrenaria tyrianthina
Brassia verrucosa
Laelia purpurata
Oncidium sphacelatum
Phalaenopsis amabilis ‘Grandiflora’
Psycopsis papillio
Vanda lamellata

Anne & Geoff
Dendrobium spectabile
Sarcochilus ceciliae

Victor
Laelia purpurata var. werkhauseri

Neville
Dendrobium lindleyii

John
Oncidium phymatochilum

Noel & Eva
Bifrenaria harrisoniae
Phaius tankervilleae
Phalaenopsis equestris

Peter & Shirley Masters
Laelia purpurata
Maxine Godbeer

Laelia purpurata var. werkhauseri
Victor Quinlan

Photography by Peter

Vanda denisoniana
Frank Grosvenor

Mystacidium braybonae
Adrian & Deanne Jose

Laelia purpurata var werkhauseri
Victor Quinlan

Photography by Peter
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THE WORLD OF LYCASTE ORCHIDS

This month, I will cover some of the less common (but for orchid species enthusiasts, more desirable) Lycastes.

Lycaste angelae (previously Lycaste brevispatha) is a compact deciduous epiphyte from Costa Rica with small green, pink and white flowers. This species, that has been in cultivation for more than 100 years was generally misidentified as Lycaste candida, and has been named after Dr Angela Ryan, a UK fragrance chemist and research botanist whose thesis was on lycastes and anguloas. The difference is a vestigial flat callus and rudimentary lateral lobes. It is found at 1000-1700m in light shade with year round high humidity, and displays the characteristic leaf abscission spines. Rubra and alba forms also exist.

Lycaste campbellii is a deciduous epiphyte from Colombia and Panama at sea level. The small yellow, soap-scented flowers arise from the base of the leafless pseudobulbs. Like many of this genus, it is very floriferous with up to eight flowers from each pseudobulb at the onset of new growth. It also has the characteristic leaf abscission spines on the leafless pseudobulbs, and needs to be kept dry while in its leafless state to avoid soft rots.

Lycaste candida is also a deciduous epiphyte or lithophyte from Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Panama, generally found at 1000-1700m in light shade with year round high humidity, and displays the characteristic leaf abscission spines. Rubra and alba forms also exist.

MONTHLY PLANT

Cattleya percivaliana

Country of origin: Venezuela (and Colombia)

Description: Unifoliate moderate size

Difficulty: Relatively easy to grow - shadehouse with Winter protection

Cost: $16

Cattleya percivaliana was discovered by William Arnold in 1881 in a remote area of Venezuela while collection for Frederick Sander. It is a unifoliate, endemic to western Venezuela (although more recently reported from Colombia), growing principally as an lithophyte at altitudes up to 2000m in warm to cool conditions, often near to rivers and lakes. This species like many in the genus is highly variable with many different colour forms.

These near-flowering size plants were supplied by Stocker’s Orchids and have been grown on by Mich since September. Unfortunately, while the winter-flowering Cattleya percivaliana flowers are fragrant, they tend to be short-lived. These plants have been grown in pine bark, but given their lithophytic nature, it might be beneficial to include some rock or stone material in the mix.

This species (as many of the Cattleyas) grows well in local conditions provided it is kept drier during our cold, wet winter months. The main insect pests seem to be scale and similar sap-sucking pests, often due to poor ventilation/air movement.
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Photo: http://www.chadwickorchids.com/percivaliana
NOTICEBOARD

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Home visits:
At 10am on the Sunday after the fourth Thursday of each month. Please bring chairs and a plate of food to share.

Saturday 22 January 2011—Ezi Gro Orchids,
Evandale Road Lansdale at 10.00am. Kevin and his staff provide a sausage sizzle for lunch—please bring salads and deserts to share.

FOR SALE/WANTED

- Tony has CDs of photos from the March 2010 Thailand Trip for sale @ $5.00 each.

- Neville has the following equipment for sale:
  1 only glove box for table top working $30.00
  1 only growlite with 2 60cm grow tubes $ 40.00
Contact Neville - 93045236 not Tuesday or Thursday afternoon

Imported plant news

We received the plants on 14 December 2010, and fortunately, had managed to get clearance from AQIS the week before, so were able to take them into our quarantine glasshouse. Thanks to Tony and Mavis for all their work. However, we have experienced major problems with the shipment with 45 plants refused entry because they exhibited disease symptoms, and various insects including a snail were found. This required higher rate/duration of fumigation, and consequently, we have already seen substantial plant mortality.

Ken & Chris Jones

Lycaena candida was discovered by Joseph van Warszewicz and named by Lindley, although erroneously thought to be synonymous with Lycaena leucantha. During the next 130 years, taxonomists including Reichenbach, Lankester and Schlecter all published conflicting views about the three species, brevispatha, candida and leucantha. I have accepted Oakley's identification for the purposes of this article.

Lycaena schilleriana has the largest flowers in the genus at up to 22cm. This striking species is found in Colombia growing lithophytically at altitudes of 1400m. It was originally introduced into cultivation by Skinner in the 1850s and described by Reichenbach in 1855. However, despite its large flowers, it is not a particularly large plant. Its large green to tan sepals are very prominent, setting off the white/pink petals. There are several varietal forms including alba and rosea, however, as Oakley says, this species remains rare in cultivation.

Lycaena skinneri is perhaps one of the best known species, although is not common in collections, but is present in many of the popular Lycaena hybrids. Lycaena skinneri is found in Guatemala, Mexico, Honduras and El Salvador as an epiphyte or lithophyte in deep leaf litter in cool cloud forest at 1500-2000 m (it is the national flower of Guatemala). This habitat has constant mist or light rain and is densely shaded. Cool night temperatures 5-10ºC are needed for vigorous growth and regular flowering. It

Lycaste candida had up to eight, soap-scented flowers per mature pseudobulb at the onset of new growth.

Lycaste schilleriana
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ericinsf/116616228/sizes/m/in/photostream/ All rights reserved by Eric in SF

Lycaste skinneri
http://www.flickr.com/photos/afriorchids/1101102263/sizes/m/in/photostream/ ©

As can be seen from the photo above, this species carries red/brown colouration in both the petals and sepals, with the form Lycaena candida var rubra having dark red-brown sepals with green margins and bright crimson petals with white margins. An alba form also exists.

Lycaste schilleriana has the largest flowers in the genus at up to 22cm. This

in woodlands or full sun at 900-1200m. It is similarly floriferous, carrying up to eight, soap-scented flowers per mature pseudobulb at the onset of new growth.

Lycaste candida was discovered by Joseph van Warszewicz and named by Lindley, although erroneously thought to be synonymous with Lycaena leucantha. During the next 130 years, taxonomists including Reichenbach, Lankester and Schlecter all published conflicting views about the three species, brevispatha, candida and leucantha. I have accepted Oakley's identification for the purposes of this article.
was named for George Ure Skinner who discovered it in 1840, and it was described by Bateman in the same year. In the early 1900s, a number of superior plants appeared at shows, one of these, Lycaste skinneri var rosea

http://www.authenticmaya.com/images/lycaste_skeneri_rosa7.jpg

Lycaste skinneri Ms G Hamilton-Smith which had been awarded in 1927 was present in many collections (divisions of the original plant) until the 1960s.

Lycaste skinneri was also called Lycaste virginalis for much of the period between 1860 and 1970 as a result of an ongoing debate about who first discovered it. Linden claimed that he had discovered the species and named it in 1840, but later research shows that he was unaware of Bateman’s 1840 publication. The confusion continues and often one will see plants advertised as Lycaste virginalis - these are in fact likely to be Lycaste skinneri var alba.

Following its discovery, large quantities were taken from the wild and imported into Europe by George Skinner and his successors. Some reports indicate that consignments of up to 100,000 plants were sold at auction in the late 19th century. It is little wonder therefore that it is no longer common in the wild, and for a time, was listed in Appendix 1 of CITES

While the line breeding in the later 19th and most of the 20th century was conducted by Santa Barbara Estate and Cal Orchids in California and Wylde Court Orchids in UK, the line breeding is now being done in Japan and some very superior forms are now available. Several colour forms exist including alba and some rarer forms including a pink form with an alba labellum. Oakley says that many of the Lycaste skinneri varietal epithets attributed in the period 1850-1950 are only horticultural cultivars not botanical varieties. However, more than 40 cultivars have been awarded by the RHS. This important species is present in many of the present show winning hybrids.

Lycaste skinneri var alba

Lycaste skinneri var rosea

NOTES FROM YOUR COMMITTEE

- Thanks to Mich and Al for the social event at their home on New Year’s Day, and the delicious food. The afternoon timeslot worked well as the day that might otherwise have been unpleasantly warm had cooled down in the afternoon.
- If you haven’t ordered your new badge yet, please see Mich. The cost for badges with a magnetic clip is $13.50, and with pin is $11.50.
- Don’t forget the parking - please ensure that you park your car in the bitumen parking area whenever possible as it will avoid a fine!

President: Adrian
Vice President: Graham
Secretary: Maxine
macjon@ozonline.com.au
Treasurer: Sandra
e-mail: kcjones@tpg.com.au
Editor: Ken Jones
Committee:
Chris
Michele
Lee
Sharon
Tony
Mavis
Trevor

Life Members
Barry
Gordon
Joan & Ted (decd),
Neville
Noel & Eva
MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING
9 November 2010, 7.50 pm

Present: 36
Apologies: Lee, Tony & Mavis, Rita
Visitors: Esther, visiting from Singapore
New members: Nil
Minutes: Minutes as circulated accepted (Neville, Trevor)
Business Arising: Nil
Financial Report: The Financial Report was tabled by Sandra, and the current balance is $2,279.15  #2 A/c $1,810.86. (Graham, Ken)
Correspondence:
Inwards:
- City of Belmont - Confirmation of Hall bookings, Liquor permit.
- Various club Newsletters
Outwards:
- City of Belmont - dates requested for hall hire 2011, liquor permit,
- Certificate of Currency
Business Arising: Nil
General Business:
- It was suggested, as a club fundraiser, that we hold a second auction in 2011. April was thought to be probably the best month to do this.
- A big thank you to Gordon for graciously relinquishing the book Lowland Orchids of New Guinea for which he successfully bid at the auction last month. We had thought the book to already be in the library but discovered the copy we had was a much smaller (more a monograph) than the one auctioned. Our apologies to Gordon.
- Members wishing to make purchases from the sales table are requested to make sure they have small notes to pay for their purchases, or to try to find change from other members. The Treasurer does not have the capacity to change multiple $50 notes.
- Mich needs confirmed orders at this meeting by members interested in purchasing the Stanhopea book by Rudolf Jenny.
- Ken reported that the problem with the printer was resolved by using only genuine printer cartridges. All now ok.
- Mich advised that the social day at her residence will be on 1st Jan from 4 pm. BYO drinks and chairs and a dessert to share, along with any flowering plants you may wish to show.
- Ken brought good news regarding the quarantined plants that were taken for testing of leaf markings. Apparently the bacteria is not a threat and all is again ok as far as bringing the new plants in and releasing plants that have been cleared by AQIS. He will need to recoup the extra costs of DNA testing and inspection from those who still have plants in the quarantine house.

Cultural Award: A striking Phragmipedium caudatum exhibited by Maxine
Raffle: Free raffle for all
Name Badge: John

ABOUT US

Monthly Meetings
Monthly meetings held on the 2nd Tuesday of each month (exc January at Forster Park Hall, cnr of Abernethy Road and Keane Street, Cloverdale commencing 7.45 pm. Usually, the short formal meeting is followed by plant descriptions given by members. Supper follows to allow members time to socialise and discuss orchids. All visitors are very welcome

Membership Fees
Family (1st year @ 2 badges) $31.00 renewal $15.00 (Badges with magnet fastening additional $4.00)
Single (1st year @ 1 badge) $21.50 Renewal $10.00. (Badge with magnet fastening additional $2.00)
New members who don’t live in Perth will not require name badges, therefore their membership will be at the renewal fee

Monthly Home Visit
On the weekend following the fourth Thursday of each month (generally on the Sunday morning), a home visit is held at a member’s home. This gives members an opportunity to enjoy the fellowship that our mutual interest provides, and to see how others go about growing their orchids.

Monthly Plant Display
Given that the prime objective of the Society is to promote the cultivation of species orchids, only species or natural hybrids are acceptable for display. Since we all may be uncertain about the identification of a plant from time to time, we encourage members to bring plants along about which they are unsure since someone may be able to identify them. There is no competition nor restriction on flower count, quality or length of ownership. We want members to be able to see species plants in flower. So even if your flowers are a bit past their best, bring them in as others may not have seen that species in flower.

Plant Sales
The Society provides an opportunity table for members to sell surplus plants and equipment, and for the Society to sell product from time to time. A commission of 10% is charged on all sales.

Plant Purchases
The Society endeavours to obtain a different species seedling for sale at each meeting, usually costing between $6.00 and $12.00. The Society makes a small profit on these sales which is invested in benefits to members. As it is always difficult to get new or different species, should members have 20 or more plants of one species which they feel might be suitable as a monthly plant, please contact a Committee member.

Raffle
The Society conducts a raffle each meeting and at home visits as a means of raising funds.

Plant Imports
The Society is able to use quarantine facilities provided by Ken & Chris to co-operatively import species orchids.

Management
In accordance with the Constitution, the Annual General meeting is held in May each year at which time the office-bearers and committee are elected. The majority of Committee members serve two year terms.
Peterskorner is now distributing a range of orchid products from Easy Orchids (Murray and Jean Shergold) and we are happy to take orders, and bring them to the Species Society monthly meeting.

Check out our catalogue at www.peterskorner.com, phone Peter or Shirley on the numbers shown, or e-mail peterskorner@iinet.net.au.